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ANNE GOETZE

   To express her emotions and passion for light in life, Anne Goetze 
pursued the visual thru painting, as well as photography. Through trial and 
error, she experimented with many media and different materials over 
the years. Having a background as a retouch artist taught her the art of 
manipulating the photograph, the negative, and transparencies by hand. She 
developed a technique, penned as ‘oleograph’, by blending the two mediums 
of painting and photography together. Beginning with film and a darkroom- 
printed fiber- base paper, she applies layers of oil in glazes, often using old 
Marshall oils. Her palette consists primarily of warm and cool versions of 
color and certain transparent colors. Each piece is as individual as the value, 
temperature, and colors that are used. All the while one experiences the 
‘push and pull’ of the image from realism to impressionism, and then back 
again.

   When film turned to digital, the formats and papers changed also. This 
brought many new challenges… as well as frustrations. Once again came 
the drive for experimenting and developing new approaches and materials 
to achieve a desired effect. Now printing on a large canvas.  Anne shoots 
in digital as well as film and fiber-base papers are still used. What remains 
consistent with each piece, is the total immersion of creating by using the 
hand process.

   With her Nun Series ‘Pray To Love, Love To Pray’ Anne added one more 
dimension to this body of work, which holds such a deep place in her heart. 
She applied a mixture of ashes (wood) as an organic material to represent the 
connection that she feels to how we are all “ashes to ashes, dust to dust”, but 
love is eternal.
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Born in Aurora, IL, Anne spent her formative years in 
Atlanta, GA, and Memphis, TN. Strongly influenced by a 
family of artists and photographers, her training included 
classes at Memphis State, Memphis Academy of Art, private 
classes and summer workshops.

After moving to Nashville, Anne began working as a 
photographic retouch artist for master photographer Marion 
Ward. Five years later, she became assistant to commercial 
retouch artist Charlie McCallen, working on album covers for 
the music industry.

Anne has participated in juried shows throughout the South, 
recently including a one-woman exhibit of works spanning a 
five year period. Her work can be found in the collections of 
Tim and Faith McGraw, Tish and Billy Ray Cyrus, Naomi Judd, 
Sen. Fred Thompson, Nancy and John Hiatt, Kim Carnes, Amy 
and Michael McDonald, Aaron Tippin, and others.
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